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COMPLETENESS OF THE PROPOSITIONS-AS-TYPES 
INTERPRETATION OF INTUITIONISTIC LOGIC 
INTO ILLATIVE COMBINATORY LOGIC 
WIL DEKKERS, MARTIN BUNDER, AND HENK BARENDREGT 
Abstract. Illative combinatory logic consists of the theory of combinators or lambda calculus extended 
by extra constants (and corresponding axioms and rules) intended to capture inference. In a preceding 
paper, [2], we considered 4 systems of illative combinatory logic that are sound for first order intuitionistic 
propositional and predicate logic. The interpretation from ordinary logic into the illative systems can be 
done in two ways: following the propositions-as-types paradigm, in which derivations become combinators, 
or in a more direct way, in which derivations are not translated. Both translations are closely related in a 
canonical way. In the cited paper we proved completeness of the two direct translations. In the present 
paper we prove that also the two indirect translations are complete. These proofs are direct whereas in 
another version, [3], we proved completeness by showing that the two corresponding illative systems are 
conservative over the two systems for the direct translations. Moreover we shall prove that one of the 
systems is also complete for predicate calculus with higher type functions. 
?1. Introduction. In [2] we introduced 4 systems of illative combinatory logic 
(ICL). We derived roughly the following soundness result 
A\ FL A * [A] F-c [A], 
where L represents propositional or predicate logic and [-] one of two possible 
translations of each system into an ICL system C. Of the interpretations one is the 
propositions-as-types interpretation due to Curry, Howard and de Bruijn, the other 
is a more direct interpretation. 
We derived completeness results for the direct translations of propositional and 
predicate calculus into 2 of the 4 systems of ICL. These, again roughly, took the 
following form 
[/\] F-c [A] = /\ F-L A. 
In the present paper we shall prove that also the two indirect translations are 
complete. These completeness results imply the consistency of the ICL's involved. 
Moreover we shall prove that one of the systems is also complete for predicate 
calculus with higher type functions. 
?2. Some definitions of preceding paper. This paper is a continuation of a preced- 
ing paper, [2], by the same authors. We will refer to that paper most of the time as B; 
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so for example Definition B2. 1 means Definition 2.1 in [2]. In this section we repeat 
some definitions of [2] that are needed in the present paper. For an introduction 
into ICL-systems, motivations, examples, propositions with proofs, and references 
we refer to [2]. 
DEFINITION 2.1 (Definition B2. 1; the logic system PROP). PROP is the D frag- 
ment of intuitionistic propositional logic determined as follows. 
(i) The set of formulas of PROP, notation FPROP, is defined by the following 
abstract syntax 
IFPROP = V IEPROP D IFPROP- 
Here V is a set of propositional variables. 
(ii) Let F C FPROP and eGIFPROP. Then IF -PROP (p is defined by the following 
system of natural deduction. 
PROP 
(p eF r ks 
F k-(p F F-( F 
DEFINITION 2.2 (Definition B2.2; the logic system PRED). PRED is the {D, V} 
fragment of first order many-sorted intuitionistic predicate calculus of a given sig- 
nature s. 
Below as an example, we will treat a version of PRED with s the signature of the 
structure 
(Al, A2,, g, P, a) 
with 
Al, A2 nonempty sets; 
f A1 l A1 a unary function; 
g: A1 -* A2 A1 a binary function; 
P C A1 a unary relation; 
azA1 a constant. 
(All results also hold for arbitrary signatures.) 
(i) The set of terms of PRED, notation TPRED, is defined by the following 
abstract syntax. 
TPRED = TIA, TI A2; 
-A = VAl, a I fTA1 I gTIAjIFA2; 
TA2 
= VA2. 
(ii) The set of formulas of PRED, notation 'FPRED, is defined by the following 
abstract syntax. 
IFPRED = PTIA, IFPRED D IFPRED I V IFPRED 
(ii) IF PRED JO is axiomatised by the following system of natural deduction. 
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PRED 
(pe~f X ed F k-(p F F-( F 
F - VXAi , t czIA X F X A:= t]; 
F - K , XAi gFV(F) X K_ VXAi'A. 
The systems PROP and PRED are being interpreted in ICL's by two kinds of 
embeddings. The first kind is 'direct' and the second kind is according to the 
'propositions-as-types' and 'proofs-as-terms' paradigm. As there are two logical 
systems, PROP and PRED, there are four systems of ICL. These systems are called 
JqP, _B,_ JFF, and JEG respectively. Their use for the two kinds of interpretation 
is as follows. Let [ ]1 be the direct, and [ ]2 the propositions-as-types transla- 
tion. Then the following table shows the systems of ICL that are used for the two 
translations of PROP and PRED. 
[ ]1 [ ]2 
PROP .JP JF 
PRED J JG 
For example 
[ ]2 :PRED >JG. 
Now we will describe the four systems of ICL. 
DEFINITION 2.3 (Definition B2.3; the four systems of JCL). Let T = A(-, L), be 
the set of type-free lambda terms extended by the extra constants A and L. 
(i) Define the following terms in T. 
P _ xy.B(Kx)(Ky), 
F - xyz.Bx(yoz), 
G Axyz. x (Syz), 
H LoK, 
where K Apq.p, MoN =Ax.M(Nx) and S _ Apqr.pr(qr). 
Write X D Y for PXY. 
(ii) Define the following four systems of illative combinatory logic JUP, god, J F 
and _JG. T is the set of terms of all 4 systems. A basis F is a set of terms. All four 
systems have as rules the following: 
All systems 
X ez IF IF X; 
L FF~XIX =PY F IPY. 
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The four systems have the following specific rules: 
-I'P 
Pe FF- rXD F -X r FF-Y; 
Pi FX-Y, Fr-HX F F-XD Y; 
PH F,XF-HY, WF-HX F- H(XD Y). 
e r xY r F[-XV F IF-YV; 
r,XxI- Yx, FKLX, x FV(F,X,Y) F kBXY; 
H r,XxI-H(Yx), FkLX, xOFV(F,XY) r Fk H(BXY). 
JF 
Fe F k-FXYZ, F xv XV F F-Y(ZV); 
Fi F,Xx - Y(Zx), F kLX, x FV(F,X, Y,Z) r FIFXYZ; 
FL F,XxI- LY, FLX, x FV(F,X,Y) F kF-L(FXY). 
JG 
Ge rF -GXYZ, rF k V rF Yv (zv); 
Gi r, Xx k YX (ZX), r k- LX, x OFV(F, X, YZ) F r- G XYZ; 
GL F, Xx k L (Yx), r k- LX, x OFV(F, X, Y) F r - L(GXY). 
DEFINITION 2.4 (Definition B2.8; interpretation of PROP). Let r be a closed term 
in A(-, L). Two maps (for i = 1, 2) 
],FPROP -* A(-, L) 
and two maps 
r, FPROP -* illative contexts 
are defined by the following table. (Note that these illative contexts are effectively 
grammatical conditions on the variables (propositional, individual) that appear in 
a proposition.) 
[9]1 rel(1 [9] r2( 
P rp H (rp) rp L (rp) 
11D [IV],l D [z]l ,l~yrl LF]2% 
I 
M Ir I% 
REMARK 2.5. The r in the above can be replaced by I (i.e., omitted). In other 
versions of this paper however we specialised to r = K. (cf., Remark 7. 1.) Moreover 
in Proposition B2. 15 we used it to derive a relation between the two interpretations. 
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DEFINITION 2.6 (Definition B2. 12; interpretation of PRED). 
(i) AS (, L) is A(,, L) extended by the extra constants Al, A2, PI f, g, a asso- 
ciated with the signature s of the manysorted structure of our example. Because 
we are going to interprete many sorted predicate logic with sorts Al, A2, it is use- 
ful to have among the free variables of the A-calculus infinite sets Y1, -2, with 
2i = {xi, yi, zi ... }. x, y, z denote arbitrary variables. 
(ii) Let r be a closed term in AS (B, L). Two maps (for i = 1, 2) 
IFPRED -- As(,, L) 
and a map 
F TFPRED -* illative contexts 
are defined by the following tables: 
t [Nil F(t) 
xAj XA J A jX 
a a 0 
fs f [s]l. F(s) 
gst g[s~l [t~lris) rw(t) 
~~ [9],l~~~~~~f]E~2 r() Pt r(P[t],) r(P[t]r) F(t) 
y D % [y/L' D [x]r' I' r , 
, 
W 
VXAy t1Ai(Axi.[y1] ) GAi(Axi.[],) F() - f{Aixi} 
(iii) 
rl=(LAi,LA2,FAIAIf,FAI(FA2A,)g,FAIH(roP),Ala), 
r2 (LA1, LA2, FA Alf, FAI(FA2A,)g, FAIL(roP),Ala) 
and 
-. =s U {A2x2} where x2eF2 is some variable. 
The definitions F', and Fj.+ of course refer to our example of a many-sorted 
predicate calculus with signature s. 
?3. Summary of results in preceding and present paper. We had as aim in the 
preceding paper to prove 
(i) A- FPROP p O V closed.. .1, [A]' k-jp [bpi]]; 
(ii) A F-PRED p X V closed r. i, [A]' a-r [Sp],]; 
(iii) A F-PROP sp V closed r]M[.2, [2 ] kJF [']2M]; 
(iv) A I-PRED SO X V closed r]M[. . .2, [A]2 F-G [p0]2M]; 
where . . .i stands for Fr(A, Sp) in the cases of PROP and for F',+, F(A, So) in the 
cases of PRED. 
The proofs of soundness (=#>) were easy. (cf., Propositions B2. 11 and B2.14). In 
Propositions B3. 14 and B3. 11 we proved completeness for the 2 direct translations 
I II: PROP -* UJP and [ ] : PRED -* JB, ((i)<= and (ii)<=), by specialising 
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to r = 1. In the present paper we prove completeness for the 2 indirect translations 
I[ 2: PROP J OF and [ ]2: PRED -L JLG, ((iii)<= and (iv)<>=), also by 
specialising to r = 1. In Section 7 we point out that completeness for all 4 cases can 
be proved also by specializing to r = K. 
The completeness proof for the direct translation [ ]: PRED - JB ((ii)<=) 
was given in the following way. We had to show 
rl 1+, [A]', r (A, (p) 1-YE Aw id PRED 9 
(cf., page B781.) Write F' = r' +, [A]1, F(Z\, a). First we defined in B3.2 a set Sin 
order to analyze the terms M such that F' K> M. We defined a = {M I Ne 
N =, M} and it was clear that F' C &. We showed in Proposition B3. 10 that a is 
an invariant moduleo /?q-equality) for derivations in AJd: 
r Kg M,Fr C Me. 
Using this result we then proved in Proposition B3. 11 
r F1 [w]1 X A [-PRED 9- 
The completeness proof for [ j1 PROP -* JUP ((i)=) was done in a similar 
but easier way. 
In the present paper we will prove completeness of [ ]2: PROP -* JOF and 
]2 : PRED --* JG ((iii>)<= and (iv>)<=). 
We start with the most difficult case, the proof of completeness of [ ]2 : PRED - 
JLG. We define in Definition 4.2 a set &G and we will show in Proposition 4.10 that 
&G is an invariant (modulo /?q-equality) for derivations in JLG: 
F kG M, Fc CeG * Me G. 
The invariant &G is more complicated than a of B3.2 and we cannot use it to prove 
completeness directly in a way similar to the proof of completeness for Jdd relative 
to PRED by means of a in B3.11. In fact we shall use &G in order to show in 
Lemma 4.18 that in a proof of F RgG M, where F C &G, all cut formulas can be 
eliminated. Then we define in Definition 4.21 a second invariant &I. This &I plays 
a role similar to that of a in B3.2. Using this invariant we prove in 4.22-4.25 the 
completeness in a way similar to the proof of completeness of [ ] 1 PRED -* Ae 
in B3.2-B3.11. 
Completenes of JOF for PROP is easier. There is no need for cut elimination and 
we give the proof directly, using an invariant &2 similar to a and &I. 
In the last part of the paper we shall introduce another logic system: Predicate 
Calculus with Higher Type Functions, notation PREDA--*. We shall prove in Propo- 
sition 6.12 that JAG is also complete for PREDA-- under the second translation 
[ 2. 
?4. Completenessof J'GforPRED. Wewillshowforio p eFPRED, A C_ FPRED 
V closed r]M[ J72+, [A],, r1(A\, A) KJG [0M] A /\ I-PRED 0- 
It is sufficient to show 
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We omit the index I in the notation and we prove 
s I, [']l IF(\ () KJG [A] M I / -PRED 9- 
The proof is again in several steps. First we define in Definition 4.2 an invariant 
&G moduleo 135-equality) for derivations in JOG. Using this invariant we show in 
Lemma 4.18 that in a proof of F2'+, [A]2, r(A' n) F-G N all cuts can be eliminated. 
Then we define in Definition 4.21 a second invariant &I, similar to a in B3.2 and 
using this invariant we prove in 4.22 - 4.25 the completeness in a way similar to the 
proof of completeness of [ ]1 PRED -* Add in B3.2 - B3.1 1. Instead of kmj we 
shall mostly write F-. 
Now we repeat Definition B3.2 of the invariant a for derivations in Add for 
the manysorted structure of our example, in order to contrast it with the one for 
derivations in JOG of Definition 4.2 and also because we shall refer to it often in the 
sequel. Instead of xi, 2i and Ti we shall write xA, A -Ai and 7-Ai. 
DEFINITION 4.1 (Invariant for derivations in Jd). 
g< g-tAl 
g- 
tA2; 
,TAz1 _ A1 a f g7A l i gg7A 1 g7A 2; 
_TA2 - r-A2. 
_pgA 1 l-Adi (AxAi.9) I -(KY) (KY); 
_ LAi I AiJAi I -Ai (AXAi .&) I A(KY)(KSW) I L(KY); 
&- vI 9 
Now we will define the invariant &G for derivations in JEG. &G is more compli- 
cated then the invariant a for Add for several reasons. If F>1 +, [A]1, F(A, A) F- LX 
in system Add then X = Ai or X = Kp with pec9. But if F2,+, [A]2, F(A, ') F- LX 
in system JEG then we can have for example X = FA1A2 or even X = FpA2. 
Therefore we define an extension YEG of the set of sorts {A1, A2} containing these 
X's. We need for each l EfG a set of variables 7G7, similar to the sets 7WA1 and 77A2. 
If we took a different set of variables for each / E2G, then the Substitution Lemma 
4.6, that is needed in the Proof of Proposition 4.10, would not hold. Therefore we 
define for each lcE2G the skeleton sk(l), such that sk(p) is the same for all PeCAG 
and we define 7711 - 12 iff sk(li) = sk(12). 
The sets 9G will contain A-abstractions: if / _ Fl1 12 and t'2 eSGj then AX"I t'2 T7l 
This may seem a little bit strange, but in fact it is very natural. For example we have 
F- FAIAI(AxA1.xAl) by rule Fi. Hence AxA1.xAl should be in yAiAi . Moreover 
in the Proof of Lemma 4.9 we really need that Ax/i .tJ2 eyg/1/2 
Finally we had A (Kp)(KO)e whereas now we have p (AxP.O)e &G, where xP 
may occur free in 0. 
DEFINITION 4.2 (Invariant &G for derivations in LOG). (i) AS (B, L) is, as in Def- 
inition B2. 12, A(-, L) extended by the extra constants AI, A2, P, f, g, a associated 
with the signature s of the manysorted structure of our example. 
(ii) Now we will define simultaneously a set 2'G of sorts (an extension of the set 
{A1, A2}), for each I /EG the skeleton sk(l), a set of variables 7G' and a set of terms 
G, sets YG, AeG, G and &G. 
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Definition of YG. 
YG=_A I A2 PtA G1 Gi(;tx1.12) (tA1e )s1, 11, 12e2G, X 1eG) 
Definition of sk(l). 
sk(A ) A i; 
sk(PtA1) _ PxAl (i.e., sk(PtAl) is independent of tAl); 
sk(Gli(Axl /12)) - G(sk(li))(Ax'1.sk(12)). 
Definition of 7/'G. 
We assume that for each skeleton sk(l) there is a set of variables 
vsk(l) 
-Xsk(l), Xsk(l),Xsk(I'. ),*ys(l),Y yskl) yskl } 
such that sk(l) n Sk(l2) = Oif sk(li) 0 sk(l2), and for each I e SG we define G G 
-X ( ), X _ I sk(l) I sk(l) / - s k(l) 
Definition of /G%. 
, =-a GIG G(AxI) I if IA1; 
=G - <z1 1 G if / A2 or / =Pt 1; 
I I E 1 GI (;A-Z1.j) SI1 AXA1. SAl if I FA1A1; 
I I Z GI, (xIl 1) Il | XA1.g-FA2A1, if I-1 (AA) 
SG - / G I i(2X"U) )1Xl2.13, if / G12 (X 2.l3), 
loL{FAIAI, FAI(FA2A1)}. 
Definition of G, AFG, &G and &G. 
YG -PpAi I Gl(){x'?AG); 
(PtAl)tptAl 1 ,_XI-X ); 
VG --LYG I A i AGi|I X G) 
&G 1-T(G I VG 
(iii) Notation. 
1, 11, 12, 1',... denote elements of 2G; 
P. P1, P2, P', ... denote elements of AG. 
REMARKS 4.3. (i) If FV(12) = 0 then Gll(xll.12) -# F1112. In that case we 
will denote Glj (Axll .12) usually by F1112. In fact we did that already in the above 
definition. 
(ii) The grammar in the definition of 7G is not context-free and this causes 
some inaccuracies in the notation. In the definition of G (and similarly at some 
other places) instead of Gl (CX BYG) we should write Gf2G (.xG YG ), but then we 
do not know that these two 5G's represent the same /e22G. (We may not have 
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(iii) In the definition of 57' instead of the clause Gli(ix 1) -1 one might expect, 
in view of rule Ge a clause tlGI (Ax 1 ) t4l where l - i/[x/i t1h] but that does not 
make a difference because we have for l CSG 
t1xl t 
_ /< 
as follows easily from 
rI[.X1l :=t11] 
in Lemma 4.6. 
LEMMA 4.4. (i) Il(Ax' .pt) = Gl(Ax' .p) (ix' .t); 
(ii) Gl(Ax'.p)t = I(Ax ~p(tx')), xlF t) 
(iii) I2(Axlx.ptP) = Gl(Axl .p)tGI(ix'P), for tGl(ixlP) X. tP; 
(iv) Gl(Axl .p)tGI(Axl p) = El(IxI.ptP), for tP = tGI(Ax'p)Xl; 
(V) G =G G G module /k-equality. 
PROOF (i), (ii) immediately from the definition of G; 
(iii), (iv) from (i), (ii); 
(v) from (iii) and (iv). - 
REMARK 4.5. By (v) in the previous lemma we have 7PG = gGSg In B3.2 we 
defined a = SD I whereas now we have 6G = &G I 9G. This corresponds with the 
fact that now we treat derivations I? F- [o]2M instead of]? F- [f] 1. 
LEMMA4.6. Let 7V = YG GI 5 ERG, 7G, ?G, or 6G and let wa, x/1 C.-1I 
t/1 E1, then 
w [xl := tl]G71 
moreover if W = 2UG then 
sk(w [xl tll]) sk(w), 
and hence 
Gw 
[xll :=t'l ] _ 
Gw 
PROOF. By induction on the structure of w. Instead of x1i and t'i we shall write 
x and t. 
CASE WECYG. 
w Ai. This is trivally ok. 
w PtjAl. This follows from the case w tAl. 
w G12(Ay'2.13). Then w[x :=t]- G(12[x t])(y213[x := t]) 
- G(12[x := t])(Ayl2[x:=t]l3[x t]) 
(by the second part of the IH for 12) and this is in JUG by 
the first part of the IH for 12 and 13. The second part of the 
IH for 12 and 13 yields sk(w [x := t]) _ sk(w). 
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CASE W = t'G c97 
l~A1. Now wxfI1, a orGI,(Ax/1 Al)/ 
I-A,. Now w-= x Al a or tG~ 1 t21l. All these cases are easy. 
l-A2or PtjAl. Easy. 
1 Gl2(Ay'.13). Now w =x, tG/4(i 1)t 4 Ay 2.t3 5 f org. Easy again. I1 2'1' 
CASE WECG 
w PtA 1. This follows from the case w-t1 . 
w 
_Gl2(Ay 2.p). Then w[x :=t] _G(12[x t])QAy'2.p[x t]) 
=_ G (12 [X :- t] ) (Ay'2 [x:=t] .p[X := t]D). 
CASES W ECG, WE C&G. Similarly. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let cX1 
...X, =#,, M for some constant c and some M c&G. Then 
nC{1, 2} and M _ cY1 ... Yn with Yi =p,, Xi. 
PROOF. By Church-Rosser for ,B-reduction. - 
In the definition of iG one of the clauses is Ai7Ai where one might expect the 
more general clause 17G. But Ai 5ji is sufficient as follows from the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.8. 
ltlcG for each 1CSG. 
PROOF. By induction on the structure of 1. It is clear if 1 A1, A2 orPtA1. So let 
- = Gli (Ax/1-.l2). Thenlt' = Gl (Ax'll.2)t' = 11 (S(Axl .12)t') - 11 (Axll '12 (t' x1) 
Now t1 c 
-G =7Gi(ix 2) and x le7Gjhence tlxllC3?. So by the induction 
hypothesis one has 12(tlxl1 )Gc&G. Hence Elj(AxI1l.l2(t'x'1))C6%. A 
LEMMA 4.9. 
I VC6 G = VC&G. 
PROOF. By induction on the structure of 1. It is clear if 1 = A1, A2 or PtA1 So 
let I = Gli(Ax/1.l2). Then IV = Eli(AXI1.l2(Vx'l)). So 12( VX/1 )c&G and hence by 
the induction hypothesis we have Vxl1 = t/2 eG?2. So V = AXI1 .t/2E 7%. - 
Now we will prove r F- M, r C 6G M c &G. The proof is similar to the proof 
of Proposition B3.10, but without the induction loading. We used that induction 
loading to derive, in subcase i(a), that if Fr- E (Kp)(Ax.O) then x FV(O). But 
now we have r F- (p) (Ax. O) where x may occur free in 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. 6G is an invariant (modulo /k-equality) for derivations in 
J3G: 
F F-M, r c1 G => McE6G 
PROOF. By induction on the derivation of r F- M. We only consider the three 
specific rules Ee, i and GL. (The two general rules are easy and Ge, Gi are equivalent 
to Ee, - 
CASE Ee. r F- M is r F- YV as direct consequence of 1 F- XY5 1 F- XV. 
By the IH one has EXYc6G, XVc&G. From EXYc6G it follows that X = 1, Y - 
Ax1.0 where Oc&G6. Now XV = IVc&G, hence V = t' cS% by Lemma 4.9. So 
M = (Ax' . 0) t = 0 [x: t' ] c&G by Lemma 4.6. 
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CASE IF. F- M is 17 F- EXY as direct consequence of 
F F- LX, F, Xx F- Yx with xFV(F, X, Y). 
By the IH one has LXC&G, hence X= -CYG. Now x is any variable, so we may 
assume that x = x'c7/. Then lxC6G by Lemma 4.8, hence by the IH we have 
YXC&G6. Let Yx = Oc&G. Then M = -1 (Ax .O) C6G . 
CASE GL. F F- M is F F- L(GXY) as direct consequence of 
F F- LX, 1, Xx F- L( Yx) with x FV(F, X, Y). 
By the IH one has LXC&G, hence X = lCtG. Again we may assume that 
x = xic7/. Then lxc&G, hence by the IH we have L(YX)C6G. So Yx = 11CG. 
We get GXY = Gl(Ax'.l1))cYG. Hence L(GXY)cgG C 6G. -1 
The invariant 6% is more complicated than a and we cannot prove completeness 
directly using this invariant, as in in B3. 11 for Jc relative to PRED. In fact we will 
use 6% in order to show in 4.11-4.20 that in each proof]? Fg-_G AM, where 1 C G , 
all cut formulas can be eliminated. Then using another invariant &1, similar to a 
we prove in Proposition 4.25 completeness of JLG for PRED in a way similar to the 
proof of completeness of JH for PRED. 
Cut elimination. First we define the --length LB- (O) for Oc6G (and LoB(l) for 
lCfG ) and state some lemma's, without the (trivial) proofs. 
DEFINITION 4.11 ( -length LadB). 
LB((PtA1)tpt41) = L-(LU) = L-(AitAi) = 0, 
L7(EQ(Ax'.O)) = 1 + LB(l) + LE(O), 
Lb(Ai) = L(PtAi) = 0, Lo (Gll (Ax"1.12)) = 1 + Lad (11) + Lad (12) 
LEMMA 4.12. (i) X, Y cG U &G, X ->S,, Y > LoB(X) = Lab (Y). 
(ii) X, YCYG U 6G, X = Y => L_(X) = Lo ( Y). 
DEFINITION 4.13. Let Mc&G, MA=l 0. Then L-(M) L-(0). 
LEMMA 4.14. L-(lt') = L-(l). 
LEMMA4.15. XCG GU6%, t'acEG #= L-(X[xl :-t]) =L-(X). 
LEMMA 4.16. 
EXYc&G, XVc6G > Lab(XV) < Lab (SXY) & Lo(YV) < Lab(BSXY). 
PROOF. EXY = Al(Ax'.0) and VEXG. Now use Lemma's 4.14 and 4.15. -1 
DEFINITION 4.17. A cut elimination is a proof reduction of the following form 
Xx 
LX YX XV 
_ XY XV LV/x]D2 
YV YV 
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XY is called the cut formula. 
LEMMA4.18. In a proof of I? Fg-jG M (or F k-, M), where F C &G, all cut 
formulas can be eliminated by the above proof reduction. 
PROOF By induction on the maximal --length of cut formulas in the proof of 
7 KJG M. Consider a cut in the proof with a cut formula BXY of maximal 
length. Eliminate this cut. Now new cut formulas may have been introduced at XV 
and YV, however by Lemma 4.16 these have shorter --length. In the same way all 
other cut formulas of maximal --length can be eliminated and so by the induction 
hypothesis all cut formulas can be eliminated. A 
REMARK4.19. The above can easily be generalised to allow /q-equality steps 
(Eq-steps) as follows. 
Xx 3 
Eq 
LX Yx XV 
Eq XY 3Vyx]D2 
EX'Y' X'V YV 
Y'V Eq Y1V 
REMARK 4.20. Similarly we can define cut elimination for JUP as a proof reduc- 
tion of the following form. 
X 
HX Y \ - X 
XDY X F1 
Y Y 
This is in fact a special case of Definition 4.17. (Substitute KX for X and K Y for 
Y in Definition 4.17.) Also in a proof of]? Fg-jp M where F c 6G all cut formulas 
can be eliminated. 
Now we define similar to the set a in B3.2 a set &1 such that N C &i for terms N 
of interest occurring in a cut free proof of 1S7S', [A]2, r(A, y) KJG [y>]2M. 
DEFINITION 4.2 1. Definition of 5l. 
Y, =_ Al I A2 |1i 
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Definition of sk(l) and '-. 
sk(Ai) Ai; 
sk(PtA1) PxAl (i.e., sk(PtAl) is independent of tA1); 
sk(Gl2(Ax 2.pi)) G(sk(12))(Ax 2.sk(pi)). 
7/1, _ {xI~2.. x I x sk(l), Pil fXiP2 if sk(pi) 0sk(P2); 
Definition of $7J. 
_T 7/Al | a I f jl gy1j 1 2 if I - ; 
=~ _ /A2 ifI- A2; if = 
,<1 _r1 1 GI(AY'1 -I) -1 ifI-ptAl; 
7/1 _ 7a lGIl(2x'1.l) 711 AXIl2. P1 if I-Gl2(1x'2.pi)). 
Definition of 91, 7I, 91 and 6I. 
xX1 (P3 ) t I G (Ax -0 Z ); 
S1 - LS )tptAili I _I(AX,.7) 
31 -1IK1- 
REMARKS 4.22. (i) Similar to Lemma 4.4(v) we now have XI = 91119 
(ii) If l _ Ai in Gl (Ax' -pi) in the definition of 91, then xl may occur free in Pi; 
but if 1 p then xI MFV(pi). So Gl(Ax'.pi) may be split into GA (AxAj p1) and 
Gp(Kpi) and similarly for l (Ax'.g) in the definition of &I. 
(iii) Note that KI C &G, hence Lemma 4.18 remains valid if 6&G is replaced by &I. 
Lemma's 4.6-4.9 mutatis mutandis also hold for &I. Moreover lemma's cor- 
responding to Lemma's B3.7-B3.9 hold. Replace [_]1 by [_]2 and in the lemma 
corresponding to B3.7 take XI instead of 91. 
LEMMA 4.23. Let p, p'c C 1. Then pM = p'M' X p = p'. 
PROOF. Induction on p. A 
The following lemma corresponds to Proposition B3. 10. 
LEMMA 4.24. Let F C &I and let F kJG N be a cut free proof Then 
(i) If the last applied rule in the proof is not the i-rule, nor the GL-rule (modulo 
the /3 -rule), then NE&,. 
(ii) If N = lt with leE!Y, tnG7 then Ncab. 
PROOF. The proof of (i) and (ii) is by simultaneous induction on F F- N. The two 
general cases are easy, so we only consider Cases Eli, for (ii), and Ee. 
CASE Fi. F- N is 1 F lt - EXY as direct consequence of 1 F- LX, 1, xx F 
Yx. 
Now lt Gl1 (Axl1 .p)t - lI_ (AXl1 .p(txll)) = EXY. The IH for 1, lix 1 F- p(tXll 
yields p(txll) = Oc&6. So E11 (AX'1 .p(tXll)) = 1l (Axl . O)Gd. 
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CASE Ee. F F- N is]? F- YV as direct consequence of r F -X 17 F- XV. 
By the induction hypothesis for F- EXY we have EXYyc6l. So EXY - 11 (AX1 . 0). 
The IH for F- I 11 V yields 11 Vc61, hence Vc$1. So YV = 0[x1: V]c&1. -1 
PROPOSITION 4.25 (Completeness of JG for PRED). 
r2,+? [A]2, r(A/, W) F-G [f]2M #> A FPRED S 
PROOF. The proof resembles very much the proof of Proposition B3.11. Note 
that j2)+ C &' and ](A, /p) C Vi. Hence it is sufficient to prove 
(**) ?g,A[] 2F -G N, rg c V1, N= ]2M =[ AF2PREDM 
Write ] Fg, [A]2. Then ] C &6. The proof of (**) is by induction on the 
derivation of F F-jG N. We may assume that the derivation is cut free because 
6'1 C- &G 
CASE 1. r F N because Nc]F. 
N = [f ]2M, so NW&1, hence Nc[A]2. We get from Lemma 4.23 that [f ]2 = [V/]2 
for some ,u c A. So p = ,u and hence fc c A. Therefore A F-PRED f. 
CASE 2. F F- N is a direct consequence of]? F- N' and N = N'. 
Now N' N = [f ]2M and by the IH for N' one has A F-PRED f. 
CASE e. F- N is F F- YV as direct consequence of 17 F- XY, F- XV. 
1 F- N is cut free, hence from Lemma 4.24 we get that EXYc6j. We distinguish 3 
subcases. 
SUBCASE -e(a). X = Ai, Y = AXAj.h. Now h = ptP = [VI]2tP for some p c 
Y1, cU IFPRED. We have XV = Ai Vc&6 by Lemma 4.24. Therefore V = tAi = 
[tAi]2. Now N = [f]2M = YV = (AXAi.[y]2tP)[tAi]2 = [qj]2[xAi [tAi]2]t' = 
[q [xAi =tA]]t for some t'. So [f ]2 - [qI[xAi tA]]2 Hence p _ q,[xAi 
tAj]. EXY = AiAxAi.ptP) = GAi(AxAi.p)t/ (for some t') = [VXAi]2t/. So we 
have by the IH A F-PRED VXAiy. Hence A F-PRED V[XAi:= tA] - 
SUsBCASE e(b). X = p, Y = AxP.h. Now Y = AXP.P2tP2 where xPFV(p2). 
Then N = [ f]2M = YV = P2t' for some t'. So [9]2 = P2. Let p = [91i]2 . Then 
EXY = Gp(Kp2)t" = Fpp2t" = [f1 D p]2t" for some t"l. So we have by the IH 
A F-PRED 901 D p0 
Also] F- XV = [f1]2 V. So by the IH one has 
A F-PRED S01 
Therefore it follows by modus ponens that 
A F-PRED (0- 
SUBCASE Ee(c). EXY = l1(AxI.g.) This case is not applicable because YV # 
[p]2M. 
CASE E . 1 F N is 1 F XY as direct consequence of 
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XY - [9]2M. So [9]2 = Gli(Axlx.p2) for some 11 c Yj and P2 c -1, and 
EXY - iQ(Axx 1.p2(Mx'1)). We consider 2 subcases. 
SUBCASE i(a). X = Ai. Let P2 = [j]2. Then p = VxAi. As I,XxAi F 
P2 (MXAi) one has A F-PRED y by the JH. Now xAi does not occur in F, so 
A F-PRED VXAi A. 
SUBCASE i(b). X = p1. Let PI = [tI]2, P2 = [(P2]2. Then i = 9p D (02. Now 
F, [li]2x F- [(02]2(Mx). So one has by the IH A, 9p F-PRED (02. Hence 
A F-PRED (P1 D (P2 
CASE GL. F F- N is F F- L(GXYZ) as direct consequence of 
F F- LX, F, Xx F- L( Yx) with x FV(F, X, Y). 
This case is not applicable because L(GXYZ) :& [f]2M. 
?5. Completeness of iF for PROP. We must show for p C FPROP, A C 
FPROP 
V closed r]McA[[A]2, F2(A/, W) F []2M] #> A FPROP ( 
It is sufficient to show 
]McA[[A]2, I (A,' ) F-T [K]M] X A -PROP ( 
We omit I in the notation and we prove 
[,A]2, r 2(,A, ) F-TF [(P]2M #A F-PROP (P 
The proof is much simpler than the proof of completeness of JLG for PRED, 
because there is no need for cut elimination. We define only one invariant &2 in 5. 1, 
similar to a and &1 and using this invariant we prove the completeness in 5.2-5.5. 
DEFINITION 5.1 (Invariant for derivations in JOF). 72 is a set of proposition vari- 
ables. For every pe9A2 there is a different set "2" of variables. 
Definition of 3-2P 
3rP_2 r2p P P,2P if PGY2; 
<T2P _ >2 1FPiPy-Pi {XP2. 2 if p Fp2p3. 
Definition of _92, X2,92 and 62. 
912 --2 I F-92912; 
X2 --Vtv(VGY2 ) I Adp1 (AXP1 .X2 ); 
W2 --L912 91 2 (KW2); 
&2 -X92 1 W2- 
REMARK 5.2. Similarly to Lemma 4.4(v) we have X2 =9522 modulo fiq 
equality. Note that in p 1(Ax P 1.h) in the definition of X2 we have h P =ptP2 where 
xPi ,MFV(P2) 
We have lemma's similar to Lemma's 4.6-4.9, with similar, but easier, proofs. 
(Now Y2 = 
_912.) 
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PROPOSITION 5.3. In JOF we have 
F FM,F c C2 => M &2. 
PROOF. Similar to the proof of B3.10. Instead of Case GL we now have Case 
FL. 
LEMMA5.4. (i) 92 nOP2 = 0; 
(ii) 32n X2 = 0; 
(iii) [_]2: FPROP - 0D2 is a bijection. 
(iv) Let p, cp C 32. Then pM = p'M' X p = p'. 
PROOF. By easy inductions. For (ii) we use Church Rosser. A 
PROPOSITION 5.5 (Completeness of JOF for PROP). 
[A]2, 72(A', (R) KIYF ['p]2M => A F-PROP S" 
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.25 but easier. The subcases corre- 
sponding to subcases ,e (a) and d i (a) do not occur. -A 
?6. Completeness of JLG for PREDA-- . In this section we will show complete- 
ness of JOG over predicate logic extended with higher type functions. In this logic 
we may quantify over all functions based on Al and A2 and also over functions 
ranging over functions etc. and we can state e.g., 
Vf1 c ((Al -*A2) -A1)Vf2 c (Al -*A2) [P(f 1f2)] 
DEFINITION 6.1. PREDA -0, a preliminary version of Predicate Calculus with 
Higher Type Functions, is defined by 
(i) Types of PREDA>-+0 
LPREDA,, = Al I A2 ILPREDA,, ,--LPREDAO. 
(ii) Variables of PREDAL-+0 
V lx, X2,... for lcLPREDA0o 
(iii) Terms of PREDA>-+0 
1= a I V' I T11 "T"l, if I = Al; 
T1 V1 I T11-1T11l, if I = A2; 
T7' f I V1 I lT-1*hi, if 1 = Al -Al; 
- g I V1 I ?11-*1T1, if 1 = Al->(A2 -A,); 
- V1 I1 T?1?'l11, if 1,{Al, A2, Al -A1, Al -(A2 -A1)}. 
(iv) Well-formedformulas of PREDA --0 
FPREDAio = PTA I FPREDA-o D FPREDA*o I (VX1)FPRED0o- 
(v) Postulates of PREDA>-+0 
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Ocr F r7 F-; 
rF I-VX1W, tcTl F r- F ,oxi t]; 
r W- 0, xlXFV(F) F r- Vxl,/, 
DEFINITION 6.2. The mappings [-] and r in B2. 12 from FPRED into AS (-, L) and 
illative contexts respectively are extended to mappings from FPREDAO by altering 
some clauses and adding some clauses in the following way. 
First we define [Aj] Aj (j = 1, 2), [11 -12]-+ = F[I1] [12]. We will denote [1]. 
by 1. Then we define 
[XI]i. = xI, [tlt2]ri [tl]}i[t2]}i1 
[8X 19] 1 = -1(AXI . [Y2]1), [VXIY2]2.= Gl (AxI . [9]122), 
F(xI) = 1xI, F(VxO) = F(i) - {lXI}, F(tlt2) = F(tl) U F(t2), 
rl =(LA,, LA2, FAlAlf, FAl(FA2A1)g, FAiH(roP), A a), 
r - (LA,, LA2, FAlAlf, FAl(FA2A1)g, FAiL(roP), A a), 
17',? 1. 71 1-A l r,s 
- 
t.,'s {lxl 1 , 
[-]', JS and F'+ are obtained from [-]r, F and I--+ by everywhere omitting r 
i.e., by replacing roP by P. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. -JG is not completefor PREDA--O. 
PROOF. Let f = vx1 v42 P(xIx2) D V41Px2. We will show 
(*) V closed r3M [127,+, r(i ) G [K]2M], 
( **) VPREDA-o (0- 
PROOFOF (*). LetX1 = G(FA1A1) (Ax.GA1(AX2-(roP)(XlX2))), Y1= GA1(AX2. 
(roP)x2), M = Axxl.xx'I where I = AxAi.xAi. We will prove (*) by showing 
V closed r[J2,+ KYG FX1 Y1M]. 
Note that the rules Ge and Gi imply the rules Fe and Fi. Let r be a closed term in 
As (, L). We have by rule Fj 
LA1 F FAAI 
and from this we get by rule Ge (taking X = FA 1A 1, Y = -Xxi.GA 1 (X2. (roP)(X1 X2)), 
Z = x(= xXl), V = I) 
LA1, XixF Yl(xI). 
So we have 
(1) LA1, X xF Yi(Mx). 
Moreover rule Fe yields 
LA1, FAAlxl, AIx2 F- Al(Xlx2). 
Hence we get by applying rule Fe once more 
LA1, FA1 L(roP), FA 1A1X1, A1X2 F- L((roP) (XIX2)) 
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and by rule GL twice 
(2) LA1, FA1L(roP) F- LX1. 
From (1) and (2) we get by rule Fj 
LA1, FA1L(roP) F- FX1 Y1M. 
This proves (*). But VPRED-,o yp because PREDA -0 has no identity function in 
TFA1A1 
By similar examples one shows the need for other combinators or A-terms. In 
fact all of these are needed in PREDA -0 before completeness can be proved. 
DEFINITIoN 6.4 (Predicate Calculus with Higher Type Functions, PREDA -). 
Types and variables are as for PREDA -*0. 
Terms of PREDA>-* 
l = a VI ?' -II?,i if 1 = Al; 
lTl = VI 1 -+lllIl if I = A2 ; 
?I 
= f VI Tli--+I?7 | LxA1A.?A, if I = A --A1; 
?4 
= g VI n li->I4iI |xA1lAA2>A1l if 1 = Ai-*(A2--Al); 
TI = VI ?1I1->1?TI1 AX12.'3, if I = 12 -13, 
lfAj-+Aj, Aj- +(A2--+j)1). 
The well-formed formulas of PREDAL- are defined as for PREDA>-*0, but with the 
altered terms. The postulates of PREDA - are as for PREDA 
-o0, plus 
REMARK 6.5. Ordinary predicate logic PRED can be expressed by the pure type 
system (PTS), see [1], 
S *P ,s *fDP , s 
S/ * W', *p s r 
8R (*P *P), (*s, *P), (*s, DP) 
(s as f)5 (*s5 *f o 
The point is that *f is a sort for function spaces like Al-*A2 or Al >(A2 -A2), 
with A1, A2 C*s, but not for higher function spaces like (A1 -*A2) -*A2. The system 
PREDAL- has higher function spaces and moreover it allows quantification over 
them. PREDAL- can be described more simply as the following PTS. 
PREDA>- 
(S *P is gp 5r Fs 
vl *P 0/7 *S : S 
_W (*uP 5 P) (*As p P) (*As p E) (*As , s ) 
DEFINITION 6.6. We extend the mappings [-]i and F of Definition 6.2 by 
[AXI1 .tI2]i = 2X'1 .[tI2], F(AXI I.tI2) = f(tI2) - {I xj1 } 
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PROPOSITION 6.7 (Soundness of the interpretations for PREDA -*). Let A U {f } 
C FPREDA,, then the following holdfor all closed r. 
(i) /\ FPREDA X r+, [L,1r(A\) FA ,]k. 
(ii) A FPREDA, t = "' rS,[l [A]l', F(A, () KFG ['p]2Mfor some M. 
PROOF. We shall not give the proof here. It is similar to the proof of Proposition 
B2. 14 but longer because many more trivial cases have to be considered. - 
Now in 6.8-6.12 we shall prove completeness of LEG for PREDAL- under the 
indirect translation [_]2. (Completeness of Ace for PREDA -* under the direct 
translation [-]1 also holds, but we shall not give the proof here.) 
First we define in Definition 6.8 an invariant &3, similar to a in B3.2 and &1 in 
Definition 4.21. We have &3 C &G, hence Lemma 4.18 yields that in a proof of 
F Fg-G M where F C &3 all cut formulas can be eliminated. Then the proof of 
completeness of LEG for PREDA>-* is similar to the proof of completeness of LEG 
for PRED in 4.22-4.25. 
DEFINITION 6.8 (Invariant &3 for LEG). 
3 =-Al| A2 IFY33; 
S3 -3 Y 93 
I3 {Xl, . .} X11 X12 if 11 1; 
3 -- a |>1 T y-F1lly-l if IAl; 
3 
_-Fglily-l if I A2; 
1 -$77 F/1/y1 2LXA13 31, if I FAiAj; 
g7o3l g - It 1T1 , xA1.Y7FA2A1, if I FAj(FA2A1); 
-3 173 3yA q(x.3 3) - 7 SF/lilj-11 1AX12. 13 if I F12135 1X{FAjAj, FA1 TA2A 1) }. 
93 _ pT3A' I G.? (AXq q3 ); 
L1r3 Y -q Eq2x ~3); t? - Pam) t~l I- (AX qua) 
,V3 -LS3 A i T3A' dq(j q 3 ); 
&3 --V3 &'3. 
F3P _{xl .....}, < yk(p) 1 x /'l if sk(pi) sk(p2); 
sk(l) 1; 
sk(PtAl) pxA1 (i.e., sk(PtAl) isindependentoft l); 
sk(Gq(Axq. p)) - G(sk(q)) (Axq.sk(p)); 
=p _ p 3 Gq(AXq.p) Tq if p PtAl; 
_ p y-Gq(Ixl.p)y-q I , . qiT3P1, if p -Gqj(Xxq,.p1)). 
REMARKS 6.9. (i) Similar to Lemma 4.4(v) we now have X3 = 93T353 modulo 
Pqeqalt.v 
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(ii) If q _ I in Gq(Axq.p1) in the definition of 93, then Xq may occur free in P1; 
but if q _ p then xq FV(p1). So Gq(Axq.p1) may be split into Gl(Axl.pi) and 
Gp(Kpi) and similarly for Eq (Axq.g) in the definition of &3 . 
Lemma's 4.6-4.9 mutatis mutandis also hold for &3. (Replace I by q.) Moreover 
lemma's corresponding to Lemma's B3.7-B3.9 hold. Replace [_]1 by [_]2 and in 
the lemma corresponding to B3.7 take X3 instead of 93. 
LEMMA6.10. Let p, p' c 93. Then pM = p'M' =X p = p'. 
PROOF. Induction on p. - 
LEMMA 6.1 1. Let F C 63 and let F F-AG N be a cut free proof Then 
(i) If the last applied rule in the proof is not the i-rule, nor the GL-rule (modulo 
the f,-rule), then N c3. 
(ii) If N = qt with qua3, tc7Gl then Nc3 . 
PROOF. Similar to the Proof of Lemma 4.24. - 
PROPOSITION 6.12 (Completeness of LAG for PREDA>-* relative to [_]2). 
f2 +, [A] 2, F(A, ') F-JG [(P]2M => A KPRED2 ( 
PROOF. We have M3 C 6G, hence by Lemma 4.18 we may assume that the proof 
of ]F2,+, [A]2, 7(A', A) -kG [f]2M is cut free. Then the proof is similar to the proof 
of completeness of LJG for PRED in Proposition 4.25. - 
REMARK 6.13 (Higher Order Predicate Calculus). Let us define PREDLoW as 
PREDA - but with 
LPREDAo_, = Al I A2 I H I LPREDAo, -LPRED2C0. 
Thus PREDWco allows quantification over all functions, but also over all predicates 
and propositions. As a PTS the system PREDWco is PREDA>-* plus (2P, *P), (2P, 
LP). Given an extension of Fr . to include F- L H, we would expect to prove the 
completeness of LAG over PREDWco, but we have not yet succeeded. In particular 
we have not been able to prove cut elimination for LH cF"i . so the methods employed 
here are not all available. 
?7. Conclusions and remarks. In [2] and in this paper we proved soundness and 
completeness for the direct and indirect interpretations of propositional and predi- 
cate calculus into illative systems: 
(i) A F-PROP 9 X V closed r.[ 1., [A]' 1-p [kPI1]; 
(ii) A F-PRED 9 X V closed r. ., [1 ] F-o [kf]]; 
(iii) A F-PROP p X V closed r]M[ ...2, [[A] F-IF [(]2M]; 
(iV) A F-PRED ( X V closed r]M[ *2, [A]2 F1-JG [K]2M]; 
where . . .i stands for F.(A, A) in the cases of PROP and for I F(+, p(A5 a) in the 
cases of PRED. 
REMARK 7.1. The proof of soundness (=>) was always simple. Completeness (<=) 
was proved each time by specialising to r = 1. This is a very natural choice, but one 
may wonder if the proofs can be given for other r, especially for r = K. Inspecting 
the 4 proofs for r = I in this paper and in [2] one can verify that all these proofs 
need only minor changes to yield proofs for r = K. 
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Let us consider as an example the proof of completeness of LEG for PRED 
((iv)=) taking r = K. Each PtA1 (tAl gAj l) in Section 4 must be replaced by 
K(PtAl). (And a resulting K(PtAl)M we rewrite PtAI again.) Let us denote for 
the moment the resulting set 9AG by 9GK and the set SAG of Section 4 for r = I by 
DGI Then 
9GK= K9GI. 
In Definition 4.2 we define now 
-A`(-, L) if I - K(PtA1). 
As a result then AG' = AS (-, L) for each PCGK. These are nearly all changes that 
are needed to get a proof for r = K from the proof for r = I in Section 4. 
In another version of this paper, [3], we were not yet able to give completeness 
proofs of LEG for PRED and OfF for PROP ((iv)< and (iii)<) by specialising to 
r = 1. We there gave completeness proofs by taking r = K, in a way different from 
the method sketched above. Let us consider now the proof of completeness of LEG 
for PRED in [3] taking r = K. From 
[(p]'.1I = K[(p]I 
in Lemma B2. 15 we got 
(* [P],KM = [(P1-" 
Moreover in [3] we had a conservativity result 
(**) r FKG M =X F F= M for 'suitable' F and M. 
Now the completeness proof in [3] was as follows 
rK~s+ [\K r(/) J FG [fKM (by * 
I's , [A] , IF (A, () FJG [(], =1 (by * 
IF S+, [A]', IF(A, p) F1- [w] = (by Proposition B3.14) 
A F-PRED U. 
(To prove this conservativity result we had to show, in a way similar to the proof in 
the present paper, that the proof of F F-AG M could be made cut free.) 
Also completeness of FJF relative to PROP for [-]_ followed from completeness 
of UYP relative to PROP for [-]I by a conservativity result for OfF relative to Uf P. 
We also proved elsewhere completeness of LEG relative to PREDA>-* for[-]2 
Then completeness of Act relative to PREDA>-* for[-]' followed because system 
LEG is stronger then system Je. That last completeness is not proved in the present 
paper. 
REMARK 7.2. We defined P, F, G in B2.3 in terms of the constant A and in B2.7 
we obtained the following result. 
The systems UfP, AdE, O F and LAG are related as follows 
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OYF - LU G I I 
1Up -+-an 
where denotes nondecreasing strength, i.e., s1 ) s2 means that for all F, X 
F 
-Si X =rFFS2X. 
Moreover we had conservativity results like 
F KJG M =* F Fi M for 'suitable' F and M 
mentioned above. But in the proofs of soundness and completeness in the present 
paper we did not use these results. So one may wonder if soundness and complete- 
ness remain valid if we define P, F and G to be constants. This is indeed the case 
(only the bases IF, and ]F2 must be rewritten). In the soundness proofs we did not 
use the fact that P, F and G were defined in terms of E. Also completeness remains 
valid because the systems with P, F and G constant are less strong than the systems 
we considered. For example for system 1OF then one does not have the relation 
F 
=#,, Axyz. x (y oz). 
REMARK 7.3. In B4. 1 we stated that it is possible to work with variants of the 
systems JUP, J'e, -JF and L-G based on fl-conversion only. This still holds. One 
may think that in the Proof of Lemma 4.9 (and the proof of Lemma 6.11) the 
n-axiom is used. This however is not the case, because by Definition 4.2 not only 
ftAl COGl, but also f CYFAG1 1 and similarly g csg A(FA2A1) 
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